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1. COVER LETTER 
HEADING 2 
a. Title of this RFP 

b. Name and Mailing Address (include physical location if mailing address is a PO 
Box) c. Contact Person, Telephone Number, Fax Number, and Email Address. 

d. A statement that the submitting team will perform the services and adhere to the 
requirements described in this RFP, including acknowledgement of any addenda. 

e. Acknowledgement that all proposals may be considered public information. 
Subsequent to award of a contract, or rejection of all proposals, all or part of any submittal 
may be released to any person or firm who may request it. Therefore, proposers shall 
specify in their Cover Letter if any portion of their submittal should be treated as 
proprietary and not releasable as public information. Proposers should be aware that all 
such requests may be subject to legal review and challenge. 

f. The Cover Letter must be signed by an officer/project manager empowered by the 
proposing team to sign such material and thereby commit the Proposer to the obligations 
contained in the RFP response. Authorization from the non-profit organizations shall be 
included with the cover letter. Further, the signing and submission of a response shall 
indicate the intention of the proposer to adhere to the provisions described in this RFP 
and a commitment to enter a binding contracted lease should negotiations with the City 
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2. PARTNERS AND TEAM CAPABILITIES 
CITY REQUIREMENT  
If any proposal includes or references any partners, the proposal shall include the following: 

a. Project Team Identification: A complete list of the project team including, but not limited to, 
the project manager, all support team members and community affiliations, and partnering 
entities. 

PROJECT MANAGERS: 
Lisa Perdichizzi: Liaison 
Kris Payne: Historical Society  
Sue Taylor: Construction 
John Schwartzler: Gold Rush Fire Brigade Living Museum  

PARTNERS:  
El Dorado County Historical Society 501(c)3 
Wopumnes Nisenan and Mewuk Heritage Society of EDC 501(c)3  
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SUPPORT TEAM (*= LETTERS INCLUDED) 
*Gold Rush Fire Brigade member of SPAAMFA 
*Sacramento Regional Fire Museum, Pioneer Mutual Hook & Ladder Society 
*UC Davis, Dept of Anthropology 
Sue Taylor Design 

 

COMMUNITY AFFILIATIONS / ENDORSEMENTS  
(SEE REFERENCES SECTION FOR LETTERS*) 
*Placerville Downtown Association 501(c)6 
*El Dorado County Fire Protection District 
*The Hangtown Marshals  
 
*Georgetown Preservation Society 
*Hangtown Marshals  
Doc Wiser and Friends Stage Coach 
Grand Grove of the United Ancient Order of Druids (previous resident of the Confidence 
building) 
Heritage Association of El Dorado County 
Native Sons of the Golden West 
Newtown Preservation Society 
El Dorado Canal Preservation Society 
Signatures from 24 Central Business District merchants and Kit Carson Mountain Men of 
Amador County 
…more on the way 

 

b. Authorization from each partner for inclusion in the proposal. 

 
SEE COVER LETTER 
 

c. A detailed description as to how each partner will be participating in the proposal. 
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EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 501(C)3 ESTABLISHED 1939 

 

The Prime Applicant, the El Dorado County Historical Society, a 501(c)3 
established in 1939, owns the Fountain &Tallman Museum and has welcomed visitors 
from all over the world for 30 years into the “Biggest little museum of the West”.  EDCHS 
developed a Junior Researcher Program (K-12) that has been adopted by the El Dorado 
County Historical Museum which will be used as a model in the implementation of the 
proposal [https://eldoradocountyhistoricalsociety.org].  With IRS Tax records dating back 
to 1939 the EDCHS has been funded mostly through donations (example - continuous 
$10,000 per year grant from the El Dorado Museum Foundation), memberships (example 
- $25 per year dues for an individual) and publication sales (example – “Placerville 
Reflections” by Elizabeth Fairchild and Jon McCabe (2002) and “Placerville Then & Now” 
by Joyce Thompson and Harry Critchfield (2013). EDCHS is the Prime applicant on this 
proposal with a proven fund raising, building ownership and museum management 
history and staff of over 80 years. A member of the Gold Country Historic Museum 
Alliance, a Mother Lode consortium with the expertise of 13 other museums (covering 6 
counties from Placer to Mariposa) in their rolodex to advise on setting up, operating and 
advertising the Interpretive Visitor’s Center [https://eldoradocountyhistoricalsociety.org].  

“Our	mission	is	to	honor	the	people	who	came	before	us	by	rescuing,	preserving,	
researching,	and	displaying	the	County’s	rich	history	to	ensure	that	its	significance	will	
be	appreciated	for	generations	to	come.”	EDCHS 
 
The EDCHS is currently registered in the SAM.gov system to receive all awards and 
procurements at the Federal, State, Local levels [as of the date of this writing the SAM.gov 
gave an alert that processing of CAGE codes was experiencing unusually high volume and 
are being processed as quickly as possible]. and a Trust account is set-up with Edward 
Jones for this project. 
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WOPUMNES NISENAN-MEWUK HERITIAGE SOCIETY, 501(C)3 EST. 2018 
The Proposer, the Wopumnes Tribe, is the traceable historical Nisenan-Mewuk Tribe 
with records dating back to 1824 in El Dorado County.  Their 501(c)3 was 
established in the 4th quarter last year and they do not have the financial records to 
substantiate a history.  As proposer and steering committee, the Wopumnes have been 
recruiting the expertise of potential collaborators to include the Sacramento Regional Fire 
Museum, Gold Rush Fire Brigade, Placerville Downtown Association, UC Davis 
Anthropology Department, Hangtown Marshals, El Dorado County Fire Protection District 
and many more.  The Wopumnes and the EDCHS have the support of local Downtown 
businesses and have been receiving favorable feedback from the local community.  They 
are registered in the SAM.gov system to receive all awards and procurements [as of the 
date of this writing the SAM.gov gave an alert that processing of CAGE codes was 
experiencing unusually high volume and are being processed as quickly as possible].  

Both partners will jointly (both directly and indirectly through others) manage the project. 
Both partners will be participating in fund raising, design, management and daily 
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operations and have hired a professional procurement officer to coordinate the Support 
Team and Community Affiliates within Sam.gov to procure awards, grants and supporting 
ventures.  

d. A statement by each partner that should the City enter into the lease agreement, they 
are willing to execute the lease in cooperation with the proposer. 

SEE COVER LETTER 
e. Each partner shall provide the financial information set forth in the Financial 
Capability Requirements section provided below. 

Acknowledged…see section 4 

f. Authorization from its governing body authorizing participation. 

EDCHS LETTER APPENDIX 
WOPUMNES LETTER APPENDIX 
 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED USE 
CITY REQUIREMENT  
Provide a complete description of the proposed reuse including the following: 

a. Describe through text and diagram/conceptual plan the proposed uses for each 
area of the buildings. (See attached floor plan). 

b. Describe how the use would affect the historic character of the buildings and/or 
maintain the historic character. Include descriptions and or drawings to show how the 
historical character would be promoted. Proposal must conform to City ordinance 10-4-10 
of the Placerville Municipal Code describing requirements for Historic Buildings in the 
City, which includes the Federal Standards for rehabilitating historic buildings. 

This proposal fully conforms to and exceeds the Title 10-4-10 of the Placerville 
Municipal Code for Historic Structures in the Central Business District, 
complies with the General Plan, Ordinance 1487 and exemplifies “restoration” 
as described by the Secretary of Interior Standards for historic buildings with 
NO CHANGE IN USE CEQA IMPACTS to cultural assets.   
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The proposed use supports, portrays and is a tribute to the historic use of the buildings 
for the community and visitors.  Confidence Hall was placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP) on January 4, 1982 which makes this proposal the ideal match for 
future use of the building. Originally it was the home of Confidence Engine Company No. 
1 (Hose Cart No. 1) and considered a  prominent fixture of the fire protection effort of 
early Placerville.  This proposal returns the Confidence Hall to its former prominence and 
and intent of the City of Placerville General Plan mandate“…maintain the historic 
character…”  The adjacent building, connected by a shared stone wall is named after 
Jane Johnson, a hardy emigrant woman, who drove a herd of horses west in 1859 and 
with the money earned from that drive built what is today called the Emigrant Jane 
Building. Jane erected her building in 1861. It has had many uses and was the City’s 
offices for several decades.  This proposed use would preserve and improve the notability 
of the historic character of the buildings as it would give daily visitors a chance to step 
into the past and get a feel for what it was like in those early years of Placerville’s history. 

 
As you can see from the 1865 photo of the Confidence Hall and Emigrant Jane buildings 
their original use was to support City Operations. 
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CONFIDENCE HALL AND EMIGRANT JANE RESTORED TO THEIR HEYDAY: 

 
 
We would like to return the front of the Confidence Hall to its earlier configuration of the 
late 1800’s – 1915, when it housed the Confidence Fire Engine Company and Jane the 
City Offices.  This restoration easily promotes and enhances the history and utility that 
these buildings performed and is faithful the picture below.   The restoration has the 
potential of becoming a magnet for visitors and schools.  

 

Confidence Engine No. 1 
The Interpretative Visitor’s Center not only would facilitate storage, display and street 
event access of an early 1860’s Hand Drawn Fire Wagon similar to the one that 
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Confidence was named after and the many odd artifacts of the Hand Drawn Fire Fighter 
Era as presented by the Gold Rush Fire Brigade but can be used to promote Fire Safety in 
its many forms as presented by the local Placerville 5+4 Volunteer Firefighters or any one 
of the other Fire Safety groups such as the Fire Safe Council.   

The current configuration street level arched window was put in when the Fire House was 
converted to government offices sometime in the late 1920’s. 
 
Façade restorations include:    
1. Replace the arched window, wall and floor platform in the front to recreate the coach 
house driveway and garage. A large glass folding double carriage doors would allow the 
wagon to be displayed to the public in a similar fashion to the historic configuration.   

2. Currently, west of the wagon door there is a window where there once was a door. We 
would remove that walled space and restore the west front door as original to create ADA 
access for the public when the building is open for display, festivities and as a Visitor 
Center. 

3. The addition of an awning similar to the 1915 photo is also a consideration for both 
buildings, particularly Jane.  

 

Image showing West ADA compliant Door and Double glass carriage doors for 
wagon storage and display. 
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Carriage on display in Columbia with large glass roll-up door giving us an idea of an 
interior look with the installation of the Confidence garage door.	
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In addition, there has been enormous interest to display historic elements, including old 
fire trucks in this section of the building.  We would gather artifacts being stored around 
the county to display along the walls before they are forever lost from history.  

Emigrant Jane 

The yellow Emigrant Jane building has historically been City Offices including the Police 
station, making this a historically influenced and appropriate home base for the 
Hangtown Marshals to greet people in their Marshal’s office in the front of Jane (as per 
the City request that the Marshals interact wit the public more). Behind the lobby would 
be the Wopumnes Native American Heritage Center (as space use per the General Plan), 
the George Peabody Research Library and the Multi-media auditorium and Kitchen.  

The large assembly / education program area would be the ADA Compliant receiving area 
with its ramped double door entrance for bus loads of students and tourists where they 
can to get a quick on screen multi-media introduction to Downtown Placerville and maybe 
even a snack from kitchen and use of the two ADA compliant bathrooms before going 
onto the rest of the exhibit.  The next stop would be the George Peabody Research 
Library, the Wopumnes Nisenan-Mewuk in collaboration with UC Davis rotating exhibit of 
Native American artifacts and Art that gathered and stored by UC Davis from over 60 
excavation sites around El Dorado County, and local Native and Folk art from the 
Placerville community. In the front of the building will be the Marshal’s office “greeting” 
reception desk for the regaled docents to meet the public. 
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UPSTAIRS CONFIDENCE AND EMIGRANT JANE	
	
The upstairs will be restored to period arts and crafts style and materials as much as 
possible from photographs or other descriptions.  On the Jane side, opening up the doors 
to the balcony, making the balcony safe but replicating the period and adding an awning 
similar to the picture.  Restoration includes the nine offices, an ADA bathroom and a back 
deck. There will be two egress doors for safety compliance.  This configuration allows for 
rentable offices with shared amenities and possibly an outside elevator (after some study 
is done to select the appropriate configuration). 

	

c. Provide a description of how the uses will enhance the business climate in Historic 
Downtown Placerville, including details regarding expected number of visitors on a 
monthly, quarterly, and/or seasonal basis. Provide a detail of the proposed hours of 
operation. 

BENEFITS OF THE VISITOR’S CENTER: 
  
Having a dedicated educational Visitor’s Center will put the downtown on the school and 
tourists’ map bringing higher numbers than today and working in conjunction with the 
Fountain &Tallman Museum will assist them with the student overload they receive 
during school year.  The Fountain & Tallman has had up to 200 visitors a day but only a 
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few at a time can go through “the biggest little museum in the West.” With the Visitor’s 
Center, the Fountain & Tallman offering is enhanced and expanded.  Visitors are offered 
a guided tour down the street with an eye for appreciating the continuously working Gold 
Rush town, businesses and period docents greeting people with bigger spaces and more 
interactive exhibits.  This will also draw in more businesses to fill empty buildings and 
support their efforts. 

The endorsement by the Placerville Downtown Association with plans for future 
partnering, gives this proposal a unique flavor of both culture and business. With the 
current historic downtown marketing effort ongoing, another focus is initiated that makes 
their business strategies more complete. With the EDCHS’s Fountain & Tallman Museum 
being a member of PDA, a promotional effort has been in effect for over 10 years. This 
proposal enhances the existing EDCHS-PDA relationship three fold (Fountain & 
Tallman/Confidence Hall/Emigrant Jane). Nevada City, Auburn, Jackson, Sonora and 
Mariposa, all have similar relationships with their Cities. Museum tourism works.  

 

 
Photo from New Jersey Fire Museum 
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Photo	from	New	Jersey	Fire	Museum	
	
In this section we include details regarding expected number of visitors on an annual 
basis.  Describe the time of day the uses would be open and whether or no they are open 
to the public or for private uses. 
 
EXPECTED NUMBERS:  

Today the local Chamber has no visitor counts for the businesses it serves in Downtown 
Placerville.  We do have traffic counts:  Main Street has ~430 cars at weekly peak hours 
(without knowing how many individuals stroll the street itself).  The courthouse brings 
about 400 people a day. 

 

 

 
EXTRAPOLATING FROM SURROUNDING ATTRACTIONS:  
We do have a count of 8,500+ a year at the El Dorado County Museum, at Coloma State 
Park 15 miles down the road ~1000+ visitors a day and ~70,000+ a year.  Yet the 
downtown businesses are left longing for fresh new visitors to enjoy their stores and 
restaurants.   
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Hours:  We expect the Visitor’s Center would be open daily for public use during regular 
business hours.  People visiting the court house would have something to do in their 
downtime waiting for their hearing, the exhibits can be tailored to school curriculums, it 
would become a destination for people on the way up to Tahoe and back down the hill, a 
fun place to take family and friends. 
 
 

 

An expansion of this project can include other partnering with other 
cities and using buildings in the Downtown that are currently needing 
love and would be incorporated into the “Gateway to the Mother lode” 
historical corridor project marketing plan.  
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used by permission of Jennifer Chapman  

 

 

Used by permission of the  
Gem Society 

 

 

d. Description of the structural Improvements and tenant improvements to be 
completed for the building and the ability of the proposer to oversee and perform those 
improvements. 

ABILITY OF THE PROPOSER TO OVERSEE AND PERFORM THE IMPROVEMENTS	
El Dorado Historical Society and the Wopumnes’ company of choice for this detailed 
delicate restoration is Sue Taylor Designs.  Taylor has a proven track-record (of which the 
City is quite familiar with) and a tested expert team of dedicated historical preservation 
and restoration building specialists, who have shown their skill at saving several Gold 
Rush Era Buildings on Main Street by faithfully restoring them to retain their historic 
designations.  
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Sue and Tim Taylor received the 2013 Preservation award from the El Dorado County 
Historical Society for the Herrick Building, State Historical Landmark #141 which was said 
to be in worse condition than Old City Hall and recommended by Anova – Nexxis lead by 
Charlie Downs (Arts and Culture El Dorado selected project company) the City condemn 
the Herrick Building and tear it down because in his opinion it was not reasonably 
repairable.  Anova – Nexxis current project the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium only 
received interior upgrades necessary for modern stage productions and audience 
comfort.  Clearly Anova – Nexxis does not have the local expertise needed for the 
delicate restoration work involved as was demonstrated by Sue Taylor Designs on the 
restoration of the Herrick Building and Hangman’s Tree Saloon.    

Historic Photos of the Herrick Building (1890): 

  

 

What the Herrick building looks like today…
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Before Photos, Interior of the Hangman’s Tree Saloon: 

 
Imagine how many people have been through those doors 

After photos of the saloon, and today it is a destination for visitors: 
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Sue Taylor specializes in designing houses that replicate historic designs.  Because of her 
attention to detail and her ability to capture the essence of historic time periods, she is 
sought after by prospective clients, especially along the coast. 

Taylor also drew the plans to replicate the Southern Pacific Train Depot in the town of El 
Dorado and facilitated the plans through the El Dorado County Planning and Building 
departments.  Sue Taylor is currently working with the California State Park on the plans 
for the Miner’s Cabin in Marshall Gold Rush State Park.  
 

DESIGN AWARDS AND ACCOLADES: 
Sue and Tim Taylor were given the 2013 Preservation Award by the El Dorado County 
Historical Society for their work on the Herrick Building on 301 Main Street, the Herrick 
Building and the Hangman’s Saloon.  
 
At a 2018 City Planning Meeting to approve of the Signage for the Hangman’s Tree, the 
sitting Commissioners gave Sue Taylor accolades for restoring a building they were told 
had to be torn down by the competing applicant’s architectural company representative 
Charlie Downs.  

In 2013 at their Christmas General Membership luncheon, EDCHS gave Tim and Sue 
Taylor their highest honor: the “Historic Preservation Award” for their restoration efforts 
towards the Herrick Building. EDCHS President Kris Payne stated in presenting them the 
award: “Where others rejected that the Herrick Building could be saved from demolition, 
Tim and Sue Taylor took the gamble and made it their life’s work to prove the other’s 
wrong.” 
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Taylor has a proven track-record and 
expert team of dedicated historical 
preservation and restoration building 
specialists, who have shown their skill at 
saving several Gold Rush Era Buildings on 
Main Street, restoring their historical 
Integrity to retain their historic 
designations. 

 

VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT AND EXPERTISE TO ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY 
PARTICIPATION 
The Wopumnes have engaged in discussions with https://historicorps.org/ a ten year old 
501(3)c dedicated to saving historic places for public benefit through partnerships that 
foster public involvement, engage volunteers & provide training & education. A 
Historicorps representative has surveyed the Confidence and Jane project at the request 
of the Tribe to advise on project planning for community Volunteer involvement.  
Historicorps has recommended that the project be scoped for Volunteer Friendly tasks vs. 
Professional work.  Volunteer Friendly tasks could include, clean-up, painting, decorating, 
locating period fixtures. Further discussions and project management scoping will 
continue with Historicorps to provide the community an opportunity to engage with the 
project.  Historicorps has the personnel available to assist with project planning, over-
seeing a Community Volunteer Schedule and has a successful track record managing over 
156,000 volunteer hours over 231 historical structure projects across the United States.  
Their expertise includes compliance with the Secretary of Interior Standards and are 
welcoming an invitation from the Wopumnes for the Old City Hall project. 

BUILD OUT PROJECT PLAN IN A NUTSHELL 
These estimates are based on the project plan and process to restore the almost 
previously condemned Herrick building.   The Herrick building is a private project, 
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privately funded and has had to endure the bi-polar whims of the City permitting process 
and inspections.   

Should the Old City Hall be awarded to the Proposer it is expected that the City will waive 
the permit fees and place the project on the high priority process track.  The below 
diagram explains the project timeline should the project funded, available and in the 
bank, project plan in place and contractors and community volunteers recruited. 

 

4. FINANCIAL CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 
CITY REQUIREMENT 
A demonstrated financial ability of the proposer organization and any listed partners to the 
proposal as evidenced by submittal of: 

a. Profit and Loss statements for the current fiscal year and the last two fiscal 
years of the organization. 

b. Balance sheets for the current fiscal year and the last two fiscal years of the 
organization. 
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c. An Income Statement for the current fiscal year and the last two prior fiscal 
years of the organization. 

d. The most recent three (3) years of federal tax returns (if applicable). E990 

e. Proof of Tax Exempt Non-Profit Status 

See Appendix for EDCHS documents meeting a-e 
 

The Wopumnes Nisenan-Mewuk Heritage Society 501(c)3 was established in 
November 2018 and is too new to be able to provide financial information for 
this RFP.  The Wopumnes as proposer and collaborative partner is active in 
finding other collaborative groups or individuals who appear in the list as 
Support Team and Community Affiliations. 
 
The 1938, El Dorado County Historical Society 501(c)3, is well established and 
is providing their information and Five Year strategic plan to fulfill this 
requirement. See Appendix for EDCHS documents. 
 
 

4.1 FINANCIAL PLAN 
a. Provide a detailed description of how the required structural improvements and 
proposed tenant improvements would be financed. These could include grants, private 
donations, loans or public private partnerships.  

• Current cost estimate is $2.5 million.  Cost 
Estimate developed with Sue Taylor Designs and based on the Burne Engineering 
Report Option 1 and Taylor’s successful experience restoring the Herrick Building 
and the Hangman’s Saloon which is equally complex a project. 
 

• Structure of capital campaign in development 
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• All funds will be held by El Dorado Historical Society 501(c)3 as Trustee with 
Edward Jones and restricted to project costs. 
 

• Our Procurement Officer is insuring that EDCHS and the Wopumnes are properly 
entered into Sam.gov, Grants.gov and many other Federal, State, Local and 
Private awards procurement systems to receive all awards.  At the time of this 
writing SAM.Gov was experiencing delays in processing and an alert was posted on 
their home page.  
 

• Events and Activities: 1) memberships, 2) sponsorships 3) donors  4)PRI [program 
related investments] 5) the power and leadership of the Fire Department culture to 
fund raise 

b.  Provide a realistic and feasible timeline for the proposed project regarding necessary 
fundraising activities, award and receipt of grant funding, obtaining proper and necessary 
permits, and construction of building improvements that comply and are City approved 
through the proper permitting process, including, but not limited to encroachment permits 
and building permits.  

California government agencies are investing in their local museums because the leaders 
understand the economic and social value of these museums to their communities. They 
recognize that the museum’s role is critical because the museums attract dollars to the 
local economy, expand understanding, and build shared experience. 

The commitment of city funding is also evident in other counties in California. 

• In Orange County, the City of Santa Ana provides annual operating support of 
$1,474,840 for the Bowers Museum, which is 26% of the museum’s operating 
budget. 

• In Los Angeles County, the City of Long Beach provides $350,000 in operating 
support for the Long Beach Museum of Art, which is 23% of the museum’s 
operating budget. 

 

If the City continues to own the building, we propose as our partner, the City 
wave any permit fees, inspection or plan review fees and provide us with an 
attentive accelerated process.  
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c.   Provide a description of how on-going maintenance and operations of the facilities will 
be funded.  

This is a very conservative estimate and does not account for what 
would be produced by the “Gateway to the Mother lode” historical 
corridor project marketing plan.  

 

Goal: Sustainable Museum 

EDCHS’s goal is to partner with the City of Placerville, the County of El Dorado, and the 
private sector to fund a five-year plan that will result in the following by June 30, 2025: 

• Outcome 1: EDCHS will have completed a successful $4 million endowment campaign 
that will generate endowment income of approximately $400,000 per year. 

• Outcome 2: EDCHS will have an improved business model that incorporates the 
endowment income and reduces dependence on unsustainable contributed revenue. 

• Outcome 3: EDCHS will have assessed, inventoried, cataloged, and properly housed 
its one of-a-kind collection of Placerville and El Dorado County history and art, which 
includes the County of El Dorado Historical Collection. 
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• Outcome 4: EDCHS will have established partnerships with education agencies 
throughout the county to better serve young audiences and will have expanded the 
museum’s footprint to serve the entire county. 

• Outcome 5: EDCHS will have expanded its audience in an effort to diversify who the 
museum serves, where the museum provides programming, and how the museum 
engages its audience in museum activities. 

See Five Year Plan in Appendix for further details about Fund Raising 
and Capital Campaign  

 

d.  A projected cash flow statement for the first five years of the operation of the buildings.  

SEE APPENDIX 
 

e.  Provide examples of similar projects in size and scope that the applicant has 
completed or been involved with in the past. Include references if available. 

Herrick Building, 303 Main St. Placerville.  A privately funded project. 
 
References	for	Sue	Taylor	Designs	
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5. OWNERSHIP 
Ownership of the buildings will remain with City. The successful proposer will enter 
negotiations for a lease with the City for the buildings. The lease shall be in substantially 
the same form and content as the attached lease marked Attachment 4. 

If the City continues to own the building, we propose as our partner the City 
wave any permit fees, inspection or plan review fees and provide us with an 
accelerated process.  

Further, we believe the City will extend to us the same compensatory support as they 
have offered the Arts Council, including a letter to the for the 2019 NEA Our Town Grant 
for Study and Design which as an application we are ready to submit.  

A similar letter has already been prepared between the Tribe and EDCHS and awaits the 
City’s participation as required by the NEA. In a representation of fairness, remember the 
City has already participated in the NEA grant for the hiring of the Joan Madison 
Collective of New Jersey which with her consultant support created the body of the Arts 
Council’s proposal over an 18-month period with a price tag of Tens-of-Thousands of 
Dollars.   The Wopumnes and the El Dorado County Historical Society produced 
their original proposal and this one with volunteer help in a matter of weeks 
and without the Tens-of-Thousands of Dollars and financial support given to 
the Arts Council by the City. We don’t deny that the City has every right to 
support its interests, but we look for equal treatment in this endeavor.   
 
According to the NEA the City can issue up to two of these letters for different applicants.  
We would like the City issue to issue us this letter for August 8, 2019’s grant 
deadline for "Study and Design" prior to the award of the buildings consistent 
with what was done for the Arts Council.  

Again, reminding you of fairness and a level playing field, we have talked with NEA and 
they look favorable to our application once the application is deemed complete (after the 
City provides the support letter). We believe that it would be extremely unfair if the City 
rejected our request and awarded the proposal to the Arts Council without the City letter 
being provided to us and without the NEA consideration. It might be considered showing 
partiality toward one proposal submitter or another. We do not want this minor 
inconvenience (the requested NEA support letter) to taint the City’s RFP process, but we 
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do feel strongly that it would represent a partnership that we seek and expect from the 
City. Because our fellow competitor used the City supported funds to work on their 
proposal, we feel that we should ask for similar support, even though our financial report 
comes late in the RFP process. 

 
6. PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT REQUIREMENTS 
The City is interested in a long term public relationship with a responsible and respectful 
proposer who exhibits and maintains proper decorum. Therefore narratives in the 
proposals should be confined to discussing its contents and not include negative or 
disparaging comments regarding other proposers or proposals. It is requested that 
proposers and their team members (as identified in the proposal) do not make negative or 
disparaging remarks about other proposers or proposals during the process. Failure to do 
so may affect the consideration of a proposal. 

Acknowledged. 
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7. REFERENCES 
References	for	Sue	Taylor	Designs	
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PLACERVILLE	DOWNTOWN	ASSOCIATION	
We	have	received	an	endorsement	from	Placerville	Downtown	Association	after	listening	to	
the	proposal,	receiving	feedback	from	the	businesses	and	deliberations	the	PDA	voted	to	
support	this	proposal	for	the	Visitor’s	Center.		
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El	Dorado	County	Fire	Protection	District	
The	El	Dorado	County	Fire	Protection	District,	being	the	“successor	in	interest”	agency	of	the	
Placerville	Volunteer	Fire	Department	and	previous	deed	holders,	has	a	long	standing	
interest	in	restoring	Confidence	Hall	to	its	glory	days,	housing	a	Fire	Museum	and	Public	
Safety	Education	Center	honoring	Placerville’s	volunteer	firefighter	roots	and	the	first	fire	
fighters	(the	Nisenan	and	Mewuk	natives)	and	Gold	Rush	history.			
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STRATEGIC	ALLIANCES:		GROUPS	EXPRESSING	INTEREST	IN	COLLABORATION	

Hangtown	Marshals:		theatrical	group	
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Gold	Rush	Fire	Brigade	theatrical	museum		
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UC	Davis	Department	of	Anthropology	

We	have	received	a	letter	from	UC	Davis,	a	Federally	Registered	Museum	who	is	offering	
their	expertise	to	create	engaging	and	accurate	displays	for	the	community.	

	

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

BERKELEY  ●  DAVIS  ●  IRVINE  ●  LOS ANGELES  ●  MERCED  ●  RIVERSIDE  ●  SAN DIEGO  ●  SAN FRANCISCO                                        SANTA BARBARA  ●  SANTA CRUZ

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY TELEPHONE: (530) 752-0745

ONE SHIELDS AVENUE FAX: (530) 752-8885
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 95616-8522 EMAIL: w  rhaas@ucdavis.edu

http://anthropology.ucdavis.edu http://anthropology.ucdavis.edu/people/wrhaas

23 May 2019

El Dorado County Wopumnes Niesenan-MeWuk Heritage Society
P.O. Box 1712

Shingle Springs, CA 95682

Dear Wopumnes Nisenan and MeWuk Heritage Society:

We write to affirm our support of the Wopumnes Nisenan and MeWuk Heritage Society (WNMHS) 
proposal to restore and occupy the Confidence Hall and Emigrant Jane historic buildings—a proposal 

submitted in response to the City of Placerville’s “Historic City Hall Reuse Request for Proposals.” We 
are professors of Anthropology at the University of California, Davis. We specialize in the study of past 

human behavior and history through the archaeological record with expertise that includes the 
archaeology of California societies, cultures, and economies. We are also educators, providing 

archaeological coursework and training to graduate and undergraduate students at UC Davis. In addition, 
we are active committee members of the UC Davis Department of Anthropology Museum 

(http://anthromuseum.ucdavis.edu/) whose mission is to share knowledge about past societies with the 

public. We are therefore dedicated to the study and preservation of the past, providing training to students 
of archaeology, working with descendent communities, and disseminating our knowledge and findings to 

the public.
We have reviewed the WNMHS proposal, which would provide the tribe and its heritage society 

with a base of operations as well as a venue for a visitor center and museum. These goals align with our 
mission to share knowledge about California heritage, which leads us to enthusiastic support. We affirm 

our interest in collaborating with the tribe and historic society in developing educational materials and 
activities for the proposed visitor’s center. We are able to provide expertise in California archaeology and 

education toward developing historically accurate, engaging, and professional museum displays and 
exhibits. We recently collaborated with the tribe in conducting archaeological research on heritage 

resources in the region, and we are eager to continue those collaborations, which would provide unique 
educational and outreach opportunities to Placerville community members and visitors of the proposed 

visitor’s center and museum. Finally, the UC Davis Department of Anthropology Museum could provide 
artifact loans for museum displays as well as permanent artifact storage in climate controlled facilities for 

any archaeological materials recovered during collaborative work with the tribe. The Museum is a 
federally recognized repository charged with caring for archaeological collections under 36 CFR 79, the 

regulations mandating the Curation of Federally Owned and Administered Archaeological Collections.
We are excited about the WNMHS’s proposal to restore the Confidence Hall and Emigrant Jane 

historic buildings and their plan to operate a visitor’s center and museum from the buildings. We offer our
collaborative support in our capacity as archaeologists and educators. Please feel free to contact us with 

any questions.

Sincerely,

Randy Haas Jelmer Eerkens
Assistant Professor Professor
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Sacramento	Regional	Fire	Museum	
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8. APPENDIX 
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A. CITY OF PLACERVILLE MUNICIPAL CODE — TITLE 10 ZONING 
ORDINANCE  

Chapter 4: General Regulations: 

10-4-10: HISTORICAL BUILDINGS IN THE CITY: 

(A) Purpose: The purpose of this Section is to provide conditions and regulations for the protection, enhancement and 
perpetuation of the old and historical buildings in historical districts of the City and the perpetuation of historic-type 
architecture within historical districts, which has special historical and aesthetic interest and value. 

(B) Historical Criteria: Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic 
Buildings. (Ord. 1640, 11 Jan 2011)  [From the ISRG: 6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than 
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match 
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing 
features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.”]   
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/stand.htm 

(C) Historical District: Said Historical District shall include all of the territory bounded as shown in Exhibit A, which 
is on file in the office of the City Clerk. An historical district shall predominantly comply with this Historical 
Ordinance. 

(D) Existing Historical Buildings Preserved: No presently existing building of special historical or aesthetic value or of 
the historic-type of architecture situated within that portion of an historical district described in subsection (C) of this 
Section, shall be torn down, demolished or otherwise destroyed without conforming to this Section. 

(E) Building Removal; Permit Required: In the event that any building of historical value or interest is damaged by 
fire, act of God, or in any other manner, or becomes unsafe as defined in the adopted City building codes, or in such 
state of disrepair or dilapidation as to be untenable by reason of any cause that it cannot with reasonable diligence be 
repaired and restored, the same may be removed upon issuance of a permit for removal as hereinafter provided. 

(F) Construction and Repairs; Conformity Required: All buildings which shall be hereinafter constructed or altered as 
to their exterior appearance (within the historical districts described in subsection 10-4-10(C)) shall, as to their exterior 
architecture visible from the street, conform to the historical criteria described in subsection 10-4-10(B). 

(G) Removal or Permit Issuance: No permit for demolition or removal of any building of historical architecture or 
special historical or aesthetic interest situated within the area set forth in subsection (C) hereof shall be issued without 
the approval of the Planning Commission. 

It is the intent of this Section not to require new construction to duplicate historic type construction and/or historical 
architecture. However, it is a requirement that new construction be compatible with historical architecture. 

(H) Construction and Repairs; Permit Issuance: No permit for construction or alteration of any building within the area 
set forth in subsection (C) hereof shall be issued until the plans for construction or alteration have been approved by 
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the Planning Commission. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Section to the contrary, in cases requiring any 
repair to prevent substantial loss or damage to property, emergency repairs to adequately provide for health and safety, 
may be made prior to the obtaining of a permit as required by this Section. 

(I) Notice: The Planning Commission secretary shall notify the Historical Advisory Committee of any application 
which is related to this Section. 

(J) Appeal to City Council: Appeals of Planning Commission decisions shall be in such manner as provided in Section 
10-3-7 of the City Code. 

(K) Minor and Major Changes: Any minor changes to an approved plan shall follow the procedure established in 
Section 10-4-9(P) of the City Code. 

(L) Violation of Permit: It shall be unlawful for any person to proceed under any permit in a manner which constitutes 
a material variance from the terms of the permit or the representations on which it was issued, and in the event of such 
a violation, the permit may be canceled forthwith by action of the Planning Commission. 

(M) Scope of Section: The regulations contained in this Section are additional to Title 10 of the City Code as amended, 
and other sections; provided, however, that in the event of any conflict, the provisions of this Section shall prevail. 

(N) Penalties: Every person violating any of the provisions of this Section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon 
conviction thereof, shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500.00), or by imprisonment for 
a term not to exceed three (3) months, or by both such fine and imprisonment, and such person deemed guilty of a 
separate offense for each day, or portion thereof, during which any violation of this Section is committed or continued. 
(Ord. 1474, 8 Jan 1991) 

LAST REVISED: 23 November 2017 
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B. 4.0		Financial	Capability	
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C. 4.1  FINANCIAL PLAN 

5 YEAR FUNDRAISING PLAN 
2020-2025 

 

El Dorado County Historical Society 501(c)3 
Partnership 
With the Wopumnes Nisenan-Mewuk  501(c)3 
And future sub-contractors  
 

Last updated July 29, 2019 

OVERVIEW OF THE FUNDRAISING PLAN 

Background 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY (EDCHS) was founded in 1938 and incorporated 
in 1939. Its mission is to honor the people who came before us by rescuing, preserving, 
researching, and displaying the County’s rich history to ensure that its significance will be 
appreciated for generations to come.  On August 14, 1938, thirty-six representatives of 23 
separate fraternal and civic organizations met at the County Courthouse on that Friday, for the 
expressed purpose of forming a county historical society in El Dorado County. The object and 
purpose of the organization was [and continues to be] to collect and preserve historical relics, 
historical items and information about El Dorado County; and to provide a suitable home for these 
items. 

Throughout the years leading up to the formation of the County Historical Society, many citizens 
of the community realized the necessity of a building, which would house the relics, many of 
which were fast getting away either through theft or by purchase by neighboring counties. Further 
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delay, it was felt would result in-additional inroads into our pioneer relic stores until within the 
near future, suddenly we would find ourselves literally stripped of the materials which link us with 
our historical past. As the years advance, the relics as it was believed then [and it is still 
considered] more and more valuable to collectors. 

EDCHS represents the past, current and future populations of El Dorado County and includes 
from north-to-south and east-to-west, the communities of: El Dorado Hills, Latrobe, Cool, Pilot 
Hill, Cameron Park, Rescue, Shingle Springs, El Dorado, Mud Flat, Greenwood, Georgetown. Garden Valley, 
Kelsey Lotus, Coloma, Mosquito, Placerville, Diamond Springs, Camino, Pollock Pines, Pleasant Valley, 
Somerset, Grizzly Flat, Pioneer, Fair Play, Omo Ranch, and River Pines, Fresh Pond, Pacific House, Silver 
Pine, Kyburz, Meyers, and South Lake Tahoe. EDCHS is governed by a Board of Directors, and with 
the support of El Dorado Museum Foundation (501(c)(3), non-profit), is contracted with a 
part-time Museum Manager.  This organization’s goals include the collection of much valuable 
historical data and the preservation of many of the priceless relics that yearly find their 
way into other sections (of society), provide a place for depositing these relics for safe keeping, 
creating an efficient and effective organization capable of protecting and managing these resources, 
and developing a stable and growing base of financial support. Since its inception, the EDCHS 
has secured legal counsel, wrote its articles of incorporation, received 501(c)(3) status, 
established numerous partnerships with other California based historical societies and 
museums and stakeholder groups, and protected El Dorado County’s rich history. The Society is 
a member of the Mother Lode Historical Museums Alliance (HMA), the Conference of 
California Historical Societies (CCHS), the Sacramento Area (Historical) Consortium, the El 
Dorado County Chamber of Commerce, the Placerville Downtown Association and have 
adopted the California Association of Museums  CAM) Standards and Practices. 

Since 1974, the EDCHS has maintained a close working relationship with the El Dorado County 
Historical Museum.  It has provided volunteers for the Museum operations, holds its Board of 
Directors meetings at the Museum, and supports its Mission:  “to exhibit and interpret the heritage 
of the County in a current, accurate, and engaging manner; to be a valuable historical resource to 
the community through its well organized research facility, historical exhibits and educational 
programs; to collect, document, and preserve artifacts and records significant to the history of El 
Dorado County using the highest standards of scholarship and professional museum and archival 
practices; and to provide a rewarding experience for volunteers and visitors and enhance the 
Museum’s significance to the community.” 

On February 2, 1981, through a charitable donation from Fay Ripley Cannon, the EDCHS 
received property ownership of the Fountain & Tallman Soda Works building (524 Main Street, 
Placerville) and opened as the Placerville City Museum. Between 1983 and 1988, the Society spent 
$18,600 in making the necessary changes to the Society’s new museum for maintenance purposes 
and to make the structure safer for visitors. completing the 1938 goal of finding a permanent home 
for the EDCHS. 
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Strategic Direction for the EDCHS 

The EDCHS’s programs follow four primary goal areas of the Strategic Plan: 

1.  RESCUING, PRESERVING, RESEARCHING, AND DISPLAYING EL DORADO 
 COUNTY’S RICH HISTORY - Permanently preserving El Dorado County’s rich 
 history to ensure that its significance will be appreciated for generations to come 

 A.  Identify and prioritize the most critical historical resources in the   
 County for protection  by EDCHS. 

 B.   Increase the geographical diversity of projects across EDCHS sphere of influence. 

 C.   Systematically evaluate options for protecting these critical important and   
  significant resources and take actions to achieve protection according   
 to assigned priorities and funding opportunities. 

 D.   Respond to opportunities presented by agency and private land owners and  
  historical resource partners that may lead to the protection of high historical value 
  properties and irreplaceable historical places. 

 E. Ensure that the historical resources protected by El DORADO CUNTY   
  HISTORICAL SOCIETY are maintained permanently. 

2.   FINANCIAL SECURITY – Develop a stable and growing base of financial support 

 A. Increase membership and annual giving to include individuals, businesses,  
  organizations, and governmental agencies who support the goals of EDCHS. 

 B. Seek grants to support programs and special initiatives. 

 C. Build endowment funds to preservation, stewardship and operations. 

 D. Develop and implement diverse fundraising strategies (to supplement   
  membership, grants and endowments). 

 E. Cultivate relationships with local, regional, and federal governmental agencies. 

 F. Secure appropriate endowments to meet our stewardship obligations in perpetuity. 

3. ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY – Create an efficient and effective organization 
 capable of protecting and managing historical resources in perpetuity. 
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4. LEADERSHIP – Develop leadership role in El Dorado County historical resource 
 preservation. 

 A. Increase community awareness of EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL  
  SOCIETY and emphasize the benefits of private non-government historical  
  resources preservation and protection. 

 B. Develop alliances that enhance EDCHS capacity, effectiveness, and community  
  support. 

 C. Successfully complete high-profile preservation projects. 

 D. Establish EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY as a reliable  
  resource for historical information. 

 

Fundraising Plan Goal 

From the four goal areas in the Strategic Plan, more specific strategies and tasks have been developed. 
The purpose of this Fundraising Plan is to define the objectives, methods, and specific tasks related 
to the fourth strategic goal above. Specifically, the goal of this Plan is to develop a stable and 
growing base of financial support that will cover annual operational expenses, restoration project 
costs, and endowments through fiscal year 2020-2025. 

Plan Timeframe 

This Fundraising Plan covers the next five fiscal years: July 2020 through June 2025. *At the end of 
year two, EDCHS Board and Staff will update the Fundraising Plan. By 2021, EDCHS needs to 
access the funding mechanisms and prove viability of delivery of the strategic plan. 

Funding Needs 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY  requires sufficient funds to support the 
following activities on an ongoing basis. 

 Administration & General Operations – These are the costs to run the organization. 

 Fundraising – This includes the direct costs of raising money to support all facets of the 
 Society’s budget, including some communication that supports Society “fundraising” 
 efforts.  The primary fundraising expense is staff time and possible consultant services. 
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Capacity Building – This is a broad category of various activities such as strategic 
planning, staff and Board training, committee work, and meetings with partner 
organizations aimed at the long-term growth and development of the Society. 

Communications & Outreach – These are the costs to get the Society’s 
message out to agencies, partners, supporters, and the general public. 

 Transaction & Project Implementation Costs – These include the non-
 acquisition costs of acquiring preservation properties through ownership or tenancy, 
 primarily staff time and consultant fees that are not associated with operation of the 
 Fountain & Tallman Museum.  (Costs will be developed on a project-by-project  basis.) 

 Non-Project Specific Stewardship – This includes only the non-project specific 
 costs of historical preservation program stewardship, primarily maintain the Society’s 
 stewardship capacity and purchasing materials.  (Specific project stewardship costs 
 will be developed on a project-by-project basis.) 

Acquisitions (of  preservation projects) – These are the project-specific costs of 
preserving property, primarily the costs of purchasing property and easements and 
completing transactions. Acquisition costs are not included in the Society’s operational 
budget, nor are they included in the fundraising budget within this Plan. Acquisition costs 
are developed on a project-by-project basis. 

Description of Fundraising Categories 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY will develop a diverse fundraising program 
that depends on revenue from several budgeted fundraising categories, defined as follows: 

Annual Giving (aka “Membership”). A member is an individual or organization 
that donates money to the Society on an annual basis (with their most recent gift 
given within 30 months). Annual giving is generally unrestricted revenue. 

Major Donors. Major donors contribute at least one gift of $500 or more to the 
Society on an annual basis. Major donations are generally unrestricted revenue.   

Corporate Sponsorships. Corporate sponsors are businesses or organizations that 
contribute to the Society. Corporate sponsorships are unrestricted revenue (although a 
small portion may be directed to a restricted purpose if requested). 

Grants. Grants are a one-time donation of $1,000 or more for a specific purpose, even if 
that purpose is simply “general operations”. Grants are almost always restricted revenue, 
although in some circumstances a portion of the grant may be used for general 
operations/admin. (Grants for acquisition expenses are not part of this Plan.) 
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Events. Events include any activity planned by the Society that invites community 
members, donors, and partners. Some events are explicitly designed for fundraising. Other 
events may not be explicitly for fundraising, but for “friend-raising.” These could include a 
tour of Society property or a reception. Revenue from fundraising events is unrestricted; 
however, the revenue is first to be applied to the costs of the event before net ( “profit”) is 
ascribed elsewhere to the organization. 

Capital Campaigns. Capital campaigns are specified fundraising initiatives over a 
long time span, designed to raise significant funds for a specific purpose or project. 
Capital campaign revenue is usually restricted, but could be a mix of restricted and 
unrestricted revenue.  This would be utilized to raise funds for the restoration of the 
Confidence Hall and Emigrant Jane Buildings. 

Funding Agreements. Funding agreements include Memorandums of 
Understanding or Agreement (MOU/MOA) and multi-party legal agreements that set 
up a mechanism and/or process for funding to be contributed to the Society over a 
period of time. For example, the Society has an existing funding agreement with the 
El Dorado Museum Foundation. Revenue from funding agreements may be 
unrestricted or restricted as specified in the agreement. 

Interest/Dividends. According to its Investment Policy (currently being developed), 
EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY   invests revenues from various 
sources into several accounts and funds to generate short-term and long-term interest 
and dividend revenue. The Society’s investments include unrestricted and restricted 
funds (of which the interest/dividends may be unrestricted or restricted) that are all 
tracked separately. 

Other. The “catch all” or miscellaneous category that includes: cash donations that do 
not fit into one of the above categories (general donations, memorial contributions, etc); 
non-cash donations; donations of assets from like-minded organizations; lease revenue; 
fee for service revenue; item sales; proceeds from non-event raffles and auctions; and 
other entrepreneurial fundraising strategies.  EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY   may also realize income from other sources, including the two listed below. 
Because this income cannot be predicted and should not be budgeted, no revenue from 
these two sources are projected. 

Planned Giving. Revenue received from bequests, Societys, or other planned giving 
methods will likely have restrictions placed on them by the donor. Unrestricted bequests 
may be designated by the Board for endowment or reserve purposes, or left in the general 
operating fund, as needed. 

Reserves (aka “Carry-over”). Any unrestricted revenue in excess of actual expenses 
will be placed in a reserve account at the end of the fiscal year, to be used to supplement 
the coming fiscal year’s budget and/or further build the Society’s capacity over time. 
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Anticipated Annual Operational Budget 

The Primary goal of this Plan is to implement fundraising activities to generate 
sufficient revenue to cover the Society’s anticipated costs on an annual basis.  
Very generally, this amount (based on costs anticipated for 2009-10) of $75,000. 

ED Salary, Health Care, Employment Taxes, and Bonuses $50,000 

Accounting $ 3,000 

General Legal Fees $ 5,000 

General Office (phone, internet, supplies, utilities, maintenance)* $ 2,000 

General Community Outreach $ 1,000 

Post Office Box and Postage $    250 

Annual Membership Mail Campaign $    250 

Dues and Subscriptions $    500 

Newsletter (2 times/year) $ 1,000 

Stewardship Monitoring $ 1,000 

Training $ 2,000 

Travel $ 5,000 

Miscellaneous $ 4,000 
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FUNDRAISING OBJECTIVES 

In order to develop a stable and growing base of financial support to cover its expenses, EL 
DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY has defined five outcomes that will be accomplished 
through the implementation of this Fundraising Plan. Realizing these outcomes will create an 
efficient and effective organization capable of protecting and managing historical properties in 
perpetuity. 

Diversification of revenue sources to minimize reliance on any single source 
 of revenue.  Diversification of revenue sources is primarily important for operational 
 revenue. The Society would like to see more historical resource diversity    and 
 demographic diversity of its supporters. 

Stabilize funding from diverse sources. Stability is vital to ensure the Society can 
plan and execute its programs for perpetuity. In addition, retaining the commitment of 
current (and future) supporters is significantly more effective and efficient than having 
to build new relationships each year. 

Increase unrestricted revenues. Unrestricted revenue is essential for program 
flexibility and to respond to emerging conservation opportunities and threats. The 
Society must increase the percentage of unrestricted revenue, from all fundraising sources. 

Develop capacity to generate revenue in perpetuity. To support the protection of 
historical resources in perpetuity, the Society must build endowments and reserves that 
continually generate revenue for stewardship for each protection project and for other 
operational commitments. 

Increase community supporters. Increasing member individuals and organizations 
increases our access to potential fundraising opportunities, and increases our credibility of 
the organization. The Society’s goal is to increase its number of “members” to 200 by 
the year 2020 and reach 500 members by 2025. 

Acquisition expenses are not included in this Plan because they are typically raised through 
restricted project-specific grants, and because the Society’s operational budget is largely 
independent and unaffected by the amount of preservation projects. That is, no matter how 
many preservation projects the Society is completing in a given year, the funding needed for 
salaries, overhead, operations, communication, etc., remains fairly constant. However, this Plan 
does indirectly support preservation projects, because the Plan provides the stable base of 
operational support to pursue preservation projects and support transaction costs and other 
related expenses. 
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FUNDRAISING STRATEGIES 

In order to meet the goal and objectives of this Fundraising Plan, the Society will implement 
fundraising strategies. Foremost among these – and most important to the Society ’s current 
situation – the Society has adopted the following specific fundraising strategies to support this Plan. 

Immediately invest in resources that improve the Society’s fundraising capacity. 

The Society must immediately increase its fundraising capacity to compensate for the 
downturn in the economy, and continuing increase in costs. Primarily, this investment must 
be in the form of fundraising staff resources (salaried staff and/or contract assistance), 
although the Society should also invest in the development of its Board, volunteers, and 
existing staff. The Society must also improve upon and maintain its fundraising systems, 
namely its branded materials, fundraising software, online giving program, and agreements 
with partner organizations. 

Update the Society’s fundraising procedures.  
Hand-in-hand with increased fundraising capacity, the Society ’s fundraising procedures 
need to be updated. The role of the Fundraising Committee, the Board of Directors, 
individual Board members and other volunteers, and Society staff needs to be clarified and 
updated to increase efficiency and effectiveness. 

Secure the Board of Directors’ commitment to participate in major donor efforts. 
The Society’s major donor program will rely on selected members of the Board of 
Directors, with support from the Executive Director. Board members with connections to 
individuals and the business community are critical to the success of the major donor 
program. The Society must immediately identify willing Board members, secure their 
commitment, and set up a schedule to solicit major donors. Potential new additions to the 
Board of Directors should be evaluated with an eye to the Board’s fundraising 
effectiveness. Staff must provide the branded materials and assist with coordination of 
major donor solicitation. 
 
Implement a “corporate sponsor” program. 

Selected members of the Board of Directors, with support from the Executive Director, will 
solicit corporations to become corporate sponsors of EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY by donating annually. Staff must provide the branded materials, presentation 
equipment/materials, and assist with coordination of corporate sponsor solicitation. 

Cultivate broad, long-term relationships between donors and the Society. 

The Society must focus on developing and cultivating relationships with donors that go 
beyond one person at the Society and have the potential to become long-term relationships. 
The participation of all Board members and staff in fundraising efforts is critical in the overall 
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process of creating organizational loyalty from our donors and an institutional connection to 
the community that will outlive any one Board or staff person’s tenure. Also, the Society 
must develop and cultivate long- term relationships (resulting in multi-year giving) as the 
cornerstone of fundraising effectiveness. This requires greater investment up-front that 
reduces net revenue for some programs in the near term, but the long-term benefits should far 
outweigh near term costs. In some cases, the Society has already established its credibility 
with certain donors and should “cash in” on that credibility by asking for longer-term 
support. 

 

Maximize cost per dollar raised ratio. 

Without jeopardizing any particular fundraising strategy or program, the Society will 
prioritize fundraising strategies and programs that have a low cost per dollar raised ratio. 
For example, the Society will put more effort into major donor solicitation (which costs the 
Society a low rate on the amount necessary to raise a dollar) than it will put into fundraising 
events (which again costs the Society a low rate on the amount necessary to raise a 
dollar). The efficient use of fundraising time and resources in this manner will result in a 
greater return on the Society’s investment.  

Sustain and enhance fundraising strategies that are proven and/or predictable. 
The Society will continue to sustain fundraising strategies that have proven to be effective, 
and will work to enhance these strategies as appropriate. For example, the Society will 
sustain and improve its annual giving program (new and renewing “members”) and will 
continue to host one or more fundraising events per year (such as the Fountain & Tallman 
Circle). Additionally, the Society will continue to seek out grant funding for acquisition 
costs on a project-by-project basis. 

 

Implement strategy to achieve preservation properties acquisition goals. 

With the support of selected Board members and volunteers, the staff will implement a 
major capital campaign, with a goal to generate $2,500,000.00 to restore the Confidence Hall 
and Emigrant Jane buildings and raise the public profile of the Society.  After this goal is 
completed the preservation team shall continue this campaign with a goal of $250,000 
a year to continue this program. 

Identify and explore “entrepreneurial” opportunities, and implement good ideas. 

The Society has the potential to generate revenue from other sources – anything from 
generating surpluses on preservation properties transactions, to selling T-shirts. The Society 
will look at various entrepreneurial opportunities and determine their potential and 
appropriateness as part of its activities, and pilot programs that it believes are likely to yield 
good results. 
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Increase the name recognition and public awareness of the Society and its 
mission. Nonprofit fundraising success depends in large part on potential donors knowing 
that the nonprofit exists, and having a favorable opinion of the nonprofit. Through word-of-
mouth, written communications and publications, media, public outreach, and “branded” 
materials, the Society must step up its efforts to brand itself as an organization and mission 
worthy of the support of potential funders. 

 

SHORT-TERM GOALS 

As a developing organization, EDCHS faces significant fundraising challenges.  To address 
this, the Society is setting the following priorities; 

Employing a Procurement Officer to properly register and maintain the 
Society, its partners and Sub-contractors in the Sam.gov system to make itself 
available for all procurements and awards at all levels. 

Research and Submit high quality grant applications throughout each year for 
unrestricted operational funds (for general operations including office, accounting, 
legal, and travel costs). 

Research and submit high grant applications as needed to fund specific 
preservation projects. 

Develop and cultivate major donors – set up meetings with potential donors and Board 
Members 

Develop and cultivate corporate sponsors – set meetings with potential sponsors and 
Board Member Develop and cultivate annual membership giving – includes mail 
appeals 

Improve Board Fundraising Capacity through Board Development (new 
members and training) 

Create earned income by selling a product or service 

Set up a system for online fundraising 
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FUNDRAISING PLAN SUMMARY 

Fundraising Plan Goal 
From the four goal areas in the Strategic Plan, more specific strategies and tasks have been 
developed. The overarching goal of this Plan is to develop a stable and growing base of financial 
support that will cover operational costs on an annual basis, while also addressing mechanisms for 
funding project related costs. 

Plan Timeframe 

This Fundraising Plan covers the next five fiscal years: July 2020 through June 2025. 

Funding Needs 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY   requires sufficient funds to support the 
following activities on an ongoing basis including administration and general operations, 
fundraising, capacity building, communications & outreach , transaction and project 
implementation costs, non-project specific stewardship, and acquisitions. 

Fundraising Categories 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY   will develop a diverse fundraising program 
that depends on revenue from several budgeted fundraising categories including annual giving, 
major donors, corporate sponsorships, grants, events, capital campaigns, funding agreements, 
events and interest/dividends, planned giving, and Board designated reserve funds. 

 

Fundraising Objectives 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY   has defined five outcomes that will be 
accomplished through the implementation of this Fundraising Plan including diversification of 
revenue sources that minimize reliance on any single source of revenue, stabilization of 
income from a diversity of funding sources, increase unrestricted revenues, develop capacity 
to generate revenue in perpetuity, and increase community support. 

Fundraising Strategies 

EL DORADO COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY   will implement fundraising strategies 
including investing in resources that improve the Society ’s fundraising capacity, improving 
the Society ’s fundraising procedures, securing the Board of Directors’ commitment to 
participate in major donor efforts, implementing a “corporate sponsor ” program, cultivating 
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broad, long-term relationships between donors and the Society, maximizing cost per dollar 
raised ratio, sustaining and enhancing fundraising strategies that are proven and/or predictable, 
implementing a strategy to achieve preservation acquisition goals, identifying and explore 
“entrepreneurial” opportunities, and implement good ideas, and increasing the name recognition 
and public awareness of the Society and its mission. 

Short-Term Goals 

As a developing organization, EDCHS faces significant fundraising challenges. To 
maintain current operations and staff, EDCHS is setting the following priorities for 
2020-2025; 

• research and submit high quality grant applications throughout each year for 
unrestricted operational funds and as needed to fund specific preservation 
projects. 

• develop and cultivate major donors 
• develop and cultivate corporate sponsors 
• develop and cultivate annual membership giving 
• improve board fundraising capacity through board development 
• Create earned income by selling a product or service 
• Set up a system for online fundraising 
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2020 SUB 

2020  
2021 SUB 

2021 

Salaries and wages  60000  62000  
Employee benefits % 20% 12000  12400  
TOTAL salaries and related expenses   72000  74400 
Bank fees   180  180 
Computer supplies and internet tech   15500  450 
Contractual services   1200  1200 
Cost of sales - museum store   5500  6200 
Dues and subscriptions   450  480 
Exhibit expenses   20000  30000 
Insurance   9700  9800 
Interest expense   0  0 
Marketing and advertising   7500  3500 
Member services   2500  3000 
Miscellaneous   5000  5000 
Postage and shipping   350  475 
Printing and publications   2200  1200 
Professional fees   5500  3500 
Purchase of artifacts   15000  15000 
Repairs and maintenance   2000  2000 
Security   4800  4800 
Supplies   1200  1200 
Taxes and licenses   300  300 
Training 
Utilities: 

  1500  1450 

Electric  12000  12000  
Water & Sewer  0  0  
Garbage  1500  1500  
Telecommunications  3200  3200  
TOTAL UTILITIES   16700  16700 
 
TOTAL 

   
189080 

  
180835 
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D. Building Plan 

 

1. Stabilization of the Buildings prior to construction: 
Get an updated addendum to the engineering report from Burne 
Engineering Services, Inc. since the last study was submitted on 
December 31, 2015. Also since the leaking roof has caused more 
damage to the building consultation on stability measures prior to 
construction will be necessary. 
 

2. Brick repair and anchoring the floor joists and roof rafters: 
Most critical to the structural integrity is repairing the bricks. This 
includes all deteriorated bricks, cracked bricks, and bricks on the 
parapet. The walls as pointed out by the engineer will need to be 
anchored to the floor joists and roof rafters with a threaded rod through 
the wall to a hold down bracket attached to the floor joists and roof 
rafters.  These anchors will need 6”x6” plates on the outside face of the 
masonry walls at both the floor and roof levels. At the common wall, the 
threaded anchors will be drilled and epoxied from each side and stopped 
short of protruding the wall. 
 

3. Structural addition to front of the buildings: 
 

After walls have been reestablished structurally, along with the anchors 
attached, then work can be done on the front.  The front wall of the 
buildings will require thickening of the bricks by 8 to 12 inches on the 
interior of the wall and a new foundation will need to be added to 
support the additional bricks.  These additional walls will need to be tied 
into the existing wall.  Similar to #2 above, the anchors along the front 
walls will be drilled and epoxied or mortared from the inside only, and 
stopped short of the exterior face of the wall, so that the exterior 
architectural finish is not damaged. 
 
The brick work will need to be done with a qualified brick mason with 
the knowledge of repointing and repairing historic brick along with being 
able to match the original mortar. The use of appropriate mortar is very 
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important.  Since the confidence building was constructed prior to 1870, 
it is extremely important not to use a mortar that contains Portland 
cement. Portland cement creates a chemical reaction that overtime will 
destroy the integrity of the structure.    
 

4. Installing historic doors and engine door in the confidence 
building. 

Custom period doors will be crafted and installed. 

 
5. Creating a positive connection for the second floor and roof to 

the West Wall. 
After the masonry repair to the west wall, per engineering analysis, it 
may be feasible to add a ledger to the inside bowed out wall in order to 
create a seat for the floor and roof rather than a new foundation and 
timber wall. This will simplify the work effort, but meet the building 
structural requirements. 
 

6. Repair Roof and brace parapet wall 

This will tighten the building envelope and protect the interior frame.  

7. Restore Front Exterior Balcony on the Emigrant Jane Building 
 
An important exterior detail which replicates the original 
building. 
 

8. Interior non-structural restoration 
 
a. Installation of smoke and heat detention alarm system. 

 
Fire: 
These two building fall under the California Historic Building Codes. Per 
the CHBC, “The building department of every city or county shall apply 
the provisions of alternative building standards and building regulations 
adopted by the CHBC Board pursuant to Section 18959.5 in permitting 
repairs, alterations and additions necessary for the preservation, 
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restoration, rehabilitation, moving or continued use of an historical 
building or structure. 
 
8-101.3 Intent. The intent of the CHBC is to facilitate the preservation 
and continuing use of qualified historical buildings or properties while 
providing reasonable safety for the building occupants and access for 
persons with disabilities. 
 
With this in mind there are alternatives to comply with egress and fire 
codes within the CHBC.   
 
Given that the use of these buildings is not for human habitation, they 
are separated from other buildings, and that they are constructed of 
stone and brick with a stone wall separation, these buildings are a low 
hazard fire risk.  Per section 8-411 the City can allow the use of smoke 
and heat detection alarm system to be sufficient for fire and life safety. 
 
b. Creating ADA egress through the front of the confidence 

building and the side of the Emigrant Jane building. 
 
Egress: 
Since both the Confidence and Emigrant Jane are both under 50 
occupancy load each building is only required to have one egress exit 
out of each building.  That will be provided by restoring the door to the 
west side of the Confidence building along with having the engine door 
open while the museum is open to the public.  For the Emigrant Jane 
Building, the side door, which will be restored to a double door, will be 
continued to be used for egress.  With the additional existing openings 
in both buildings, exiting the buildings should not be an issue for the 
public.  For upstairs the side outside stairway needs the landing and 
decking replaced then according to 8-502.5 should be acceptable as a 
required means of egress.  The fire exit outside the back of the 
confidence hall should be revisited as to its stability and size and in 
most likelihood should be replaced with something that resembles the 
historical appearance, but would also qualify as a safe form of egress. 
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“8-502.5 Existing fire escapes. Existing previously approved fire escapes 
and fire escape ladders shall be acceptable as one of the required 
means of egress, provided they extend to the ground and are easily 
negotiated, adequately signed and in good working order. Access shall 
be by an opening having a minimum width of 29 inches (737 mm) when 
open with a sill no more than 30 inches (762 mm) above the adjacent 
floor, landing or approved step.” 
 
c. Install two ADA compliant restrooms to the Emigrant Jane 

Building. 
These will be shared by both buildings. With the public restroom 
adjacent to the Confidence building, this will  be sufficient 
accommodation serving both buildings. 

d. Mitigate for asbestos and lead paint (this has yet to be 
determined as to its existence). 

e. Evaluate mechanical, electrical, and plumbing and replace or 
repair where necessary. 

f. Evaluate existing insulation and replace or add where necessary. 
g. Remove false ceiling in confidence hall and non-ada 

restrooms 

Returning the rooms to their original special configuration is important in the 
restoration plan 

h. Repair interior walls where exposed or damaged 
i. Construct one ADA restroom upstairs 
j. Install historic lighting 
k. Restore doors, windows and wood work as necessary 
l. Paint – Color pallet to be matching restoration time period 
m. Installation of wood floors, carpet, tile or linoleum as 

determined by room usage. 
n. Survey and Report on options regarding out door elevator 
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Building Budget  

 
Cost of construction for the Confidence Hall and Emigrant Jane 

Buildings in order of tasks 

Task – Based on URM option Description Cost 

Project Management General Contractor/ 
Project Management 

$  95,000 

Engineering Plans 

A detailed Engineering 
plan based on the 2015 
Burne report and using 
the URM option. 

Update on the current 
conditions. 

$   80,000 

Architectural Plans  $   65,000 

City Permit Approvals 

We expect the City to 
work with us during the 
permit and construction 
phase. 

$         0 

Contractor costs 
Bidding of subcontractors 
and over all contracting 
costs 

$   97,000 

Staging Buildings  $   14,400 

Stabilization Shoring the Building $   60,000 

Structural Repairs Brick restoration, Foor 
and Roof Anchoring.  

$  155,640 
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Wall, Floor and Roof 
Connections 

Structural Repair to Front of 
buildings 

New foundation, added 
bricks 

$   25,000 

Installation of Exterior Doors 

Period exterior doors 
ADA around the 
buildings, Fire Carriage 
Door added to front 

$   40,000 

Structural Repairs 

Connect Wall, Roof and 
Floors in both buildings 
with masonry anchorage.  
Repair interior walls and 
structural framing 

$  286,000 

Structural Repairs 

Roof repair and Brace 
parapet wall.  Restore 
Front Exterior Balcony.  
Repair misc. interior 

$  165,000 

Exterior ADA Repairs 

New door in front of 
Confidence.  Restore 
doors on side of Emigrant 
Jane 

$    25,000 

Hazardous Material 
Abatement 

To be Determined after 
testing.  Possible removal 
of asbestos and lead 
paint. Removal of fa 

$  115,000 

Mechanical, Electrical and 
Plumbing 

New ADA complaint 
restrooms, updated 
electrical, plumbing as 

$   200,000 
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needed.  New interior 
lighting 

Install Insulation 
To be determined and 
added as necessary 

$     24,000 

Fire Safety 
Installation of Smoke and 
heat sensors 

$     15,000 

Exterior Fire Egress Exterior Stairway $     35,000 

Contingency (25%) Paint, etc. $   350,510 

Totals  $ 1,867,550 

 

 
	


